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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Willie Hamilton 
University of Exeter, UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 23-Nov-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is a protocol, so I have not made comments about the science, 
as the funder and their referees have had their chance. I imagine 
this will be referenced once the main paper is complete, so my task 
is to maximise readability and accuracy. I have only minor quibbles  
1) the abstract has too many acronyms that even me who knows the 
subject reasonably well, struggled.  
2) I would prefer a little more justification for the 250 threshold used 
as the gold standard cut off.  
3) I would like a reference for the claim that 50% of early OCs have 
a normal CA125  
4) On p9, l 53 the symptom list is stated to be incomplete. Why is 
this? As a protocol I'd expect it to be complete (if additional 
symptoms are to be unearthed in phases 1 & 2 and appended, say 
so)  
5) I'd appreciate a little more around the histology of the gold 
standard. Are borderline and or in situ cancers included?  

 

REVIEWER M. Robyn Andersen 
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center,  
Seattle, WA.  
USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 01-Dec-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This manuscript describes an exciting proposed study seeking to 
collect data that would allow for better management of women with 
symptoms potentially indicative of Ovarian Cancer. This is an 
important issue, and a challenging one to approach given the current 
NICE guidance and the known fact (mentioned by the authors) that 
this guidance is rarely followed. The authors have developed a 
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valuable protocol that should allow them to collect blood biomarker 
data that when results are complete could help physicians better 
triage patients with symptoms, and positive ultrasound results, to 
appropriate specialists for prompt treatment.  
 
That said, because this is a protocol for a study currently or soon-to-
be underway there are no findings here and no results and thus no 
conclusions or recommendations to be discussed, limiting the value 
of a presentation of this study at this point in time. 

 

REVIEWER RM Pfeiffer 
National Cancer Institute, NIH, USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 14-Feb-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This paper describes the phase 3 of the Rockets study trial. It is 
generally well written and addressed an important point, namely 
improving approaches for ovarian cancer screening in women with 
symptoms. The study design has a cross sectional and longitudinal 
component. It should be made very clear what is predicted. 
Prevalent or incident OC? Only on page15 do the authors specify 
clearly what they predict, namely the risk of having OC within 12 
months of baseline and I assume also at baseline.  
My main comment is that there is a lack of decision rules that will be 
used given the performance of various models. What are the 
performance criteria that would cause a model to be declared 
unsuitable? What levels of accuracy or what lack of calibration would 
cause a model to be dismissed from further consideration?  
 
Detailed comments:  
Page 6: women referred to secondary care with OC symptoms will 
be enrolled, however, the phase 4 part of the study will include 
primary and secondary care. Is the generalization of any findings to 
primary case as well straight forward?  
Page 7: does the study description refer to phase 3 or all phases? 
Are the women in phase 3 only used to validate prediction models or 
also to derive? If it is the later, results will likely be overly optimistic. 
Please comment.  
Please define accuracy early in the paper  
The gold standard is only available on a subset of women, the rest 
will be contacted by phone. What about errors in the outcome 
assessment for those women?  
Page 8, second paragraph: unclear what they mean here. 
Terminology should be simplified “gold standard”, “index test”, 
…..”reference test”  
Page 8: robust symptom score: based on what symptoms did 
women get into the trial? How will those “baseline symptoms” be 
accounted for in that score ?  
Page 10: I do not know what “Risk of Malignancy Index cut-off of 
250” means, some explanation would be helpful  
Page 13, line21: the first paragraph on sample size is confusing: 
what to the authors mean by “accuracy”? Please define  
Page 14: how long will longest follow up be? Is there any follow-up 
past 12 months?  
Page 15: it will also be useful to assess calibration on subgroups 
defined by covariates, not just risk deciles  
Page 15: several authors have shown that the NRI can be positive 
even when new markers add nothing to a model, it should not be 
used here (see e.g. Gail M, JNCI 2009) 
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VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer 1  

 

This is a protocol, so I have not made comments about the science, as the funder and their referees 

have had their chance. I imagine this will be referenced once the main paper is complete, so my task 

is to maximise readability and accuracy. I have only minor quibbles  

 

1) the abstract has too many acronyms that even me who knows the subject reasonably well, 

struggled.  

 

Thank you. We have now gone through the manuscript and either deleted or expanded acronyms 

used.  

 

2) I would prefer a little more justification for the 250 threshold used as the gold standard cut off.  

 

Currently, as per NICE guidance the threshold of 250 for the Risk of malignancy is standard of care, 

hence our use of this as comparator as dictated by our funder NIHR in their commissioning brief. We 

will also analyse study results against a threshold of 200. We have added this justification to page 6 in 

track change.  

 

3) I would like a reference for the claim that 50% of early OCs have a normal CA125.  

 

Thank you.  

 

We have reinforced this unfortunately little known fact by references on page 5 - Current tests have 

limited sensitivity with CA125 being elevated only in 40- 50% of women with stage 1 OC in both 

screening and presurgical studies. 1 2  

 

 

4) On p9, l 53 the symptom list is stated to be incomplete. Why is this? As a protocol I'd expect it to be 

complete (if additional symptoms are to be unearthed in phases 1 & 2 and appended, say so)  

 

We have amended this to include any symptoms identified during systematic reviews of literature 

during Phase 1. Please see page 9 track change.  

 

5) I'd appreciate a little more around the histology of the gold standard. Are borderline and or in situ 

cancers included?  

 

We have clarified this to state that histology data collected will include information on whether the 

tumour was considered invasive or borderline. We have amended this in page 13. Diagnostic 

accuracy of tests will be presented with data for invasive cancer and borderline tumours separately.  

 

Reviewer: 2  

 

M. Robyn Andersen  

Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, Seattle, WA.  

 

This manuscript describes an exciting proposed study seeking to collect data that would allow for 

better management of women with symptoms potentially indicative of Ovarian Cancer. This is an 

important issue, and a challenging one to approach given the current NICE guidance and the known 

fact (mentioned by the authors) that this guidance is rarely followed. The authors have developed a 

valuable protocol that should allow them to collect blood biomarker data that when results are 
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complete could help physicians better triage patients with symptoms, and positive ultrasound results, 

to appropriate specialists for prompt treatment.  

 

That said, because this is a protocol for a study currently or soon-to-be underway there are no 

findings here and no results and thus no conclusions or recommendations to be discussed, limiting 

the value of a presentation of this study at this point in time.  

 

Thank you, this is the protocol manuscript.  

 

Reviewer: 3  

 

RM Pfeiffer  

National Cancer Institute, NIH, USA  

 

This paper describes the phase 3 of the Rockets study trial. It is generally well written and addressed 

an important point, namely improving approaches for ovarian cancer screening in women with 

symptoms. The study design has a cross sectional and longitudinal component. It should be made 

very clear what is predicted. Prevalent or incident OC? Only on page15 do the authors specify clearly 

what they predict, namely the risk of having OC within 12 months of baseline and I assume also at 

baseline.  

 

Response: Phase 3 of ROCKETS is a cross sectional study aimed at establishing the accuracy of 

tests and prediction models for the diagnosis of ovarian cancer at baseline prevalence. However of 

necessity the reference standard for a correct diagnosis is follow up to 12 months, as the study is not 

restricted to women scheduled for immediate surgery. This is a diagnostic trial (not a screening trial) 

as women are symptomatic and referred to secondary care. We have added this to page 5  

 

The section on design of the study gives details of the diagnostic accuracy study and in addition we 

have included some extra words on page 7 to clarify this in the study objectives.  

• “To identify optimal risk thresholds for the of best models for the diagnosis of OC that can guide 

patient management.”  

The outcomes for phase 3 ROCKETS are already detailed in the analysis plan on page for test 

accuracy – highlighted on page 15.  

 

“We will report estimates of sensitivity, specificity, c-statistic (area under Receiver operating curve 

(ROC) curve), PPV and Negative Predictive value (NPV) of tests evaluated and a calibration plot for 

models evaluated. Also, in terms of our new model derived from phase 2 of the wider ROCkeTS 

project, its improvement over existing models will be summarised by comparing the c-statistic and the 

calibration”  

 

My main comment is that there is a lack of decision rules that will be used given the performance of 

various models. What are the performance criteria that would cause a model to be declared 

unsuitable? What levels of accuracy or what lack of calibration would cause a model to be dismissed 

from further consideration?  

 

We have added below comment to sample size, page 13.  

The diagnostic accuracy from models will be compared to the current tests recommended by NICE for 

primary and secondary care. In the sample size section we detail the power to detect differences to 

RMI in pre and post menopausal women. For example in post menopausal women we have 90% 

power to detect an increase in sensitivity of 10% and of specificity of 5%. This study aims to inform 

clinicians of the consequences of using different tests and models for diagnosis in terms of the 

average number of women receiving true positive, false positive, false negative and true negative test 
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results. Whether a test is considered suitable will depend on a cost consequence analysis carried out 

as part of ROCkeTS ( see page 16) and clinician led evaluation of a tests’ use and place in the clinical 

pathway.  

 

 

Detailed comments:  

Page 6: women referred to secondary care with OC symptoms will be enrolled, however, the phase 4 

part of the study will include primary and secondary care. Is the generalization of any findings to 

primary case as well straight forward?  

 

Thank you – this is a very valid comment. We appreciate that there may be recalibration required for 

any models validated within ROCkeTS in the primary care setting. However, we stress that to conduct 

a study that recruited women in primary care to validate diagnostic models would need to be 

extremely large and prohibitively expensive. Furthermore, our work and others have shown that GP’s 

are likely to refer on the basis of a raised Ca125 or abnormal scan rather than follow the NICE 

suggested referral pathway which is based on sequential Ca125 and USS and referral only if both are 

abnormal. 3 4 Thus we believe that the population of patients referred through rapid access clinics 

with symptoms will be more heterogenous than anticipated from the NICE guidance and therefore 

maybe more applicable to a primary care population.  

 

We have added this justification under a separate heading – Generalisability of findings to primary 

care under the analysis plan in page 15.  

 

 

Page 7: does the study description refer to phase 3 or all phases? Are the women in phase 3 only 

used to validate prediction models or also to derive? If it is the later, results will likely be overly 

optimistic. Please comment.  

 

The aim of phase 2 is to derive or refine risk scores. We have added below to the analysis section on 

page 15.  

 

“Phase 2 - Interrogation of datasets from 2 large OC trials; the screening trial UKCTOCS and the pre-

operative detection International Ovarian tumour analysis (IOTA) studies to derive or refine risk 

scores with biomarkers from the systematic review” The aim is to use predefined models on the 

phase 3 data, so the bulk of phase 3 analysis will be external validation of predefined models. Where 

the dataset is used to derive a new model, optimism will be reduced using shrinkage methods through 

internal validation.  

 

 

Please define accuracy early in the paper.  

 

Thank you. We have added this to the Introduction page 3. As per standards of diagnostic test 

evaluation, “We will report estimates of sensitivity, specificity, c-statistic (area under Receiver 

operating curve (ROC) curve), PPV and Negative Predictive value (NPV) of tests evaluated and a 

calibration plot for models evaluated.  

 

 

The gold standard is only available on a subset of women, the rest will be contacted by phone. What 

about errors in the outcome assessment for those women?  

 

Thank you for this important point. As part of our protocol, we obtain consent from women for their 

data to be linked to national cancer registry and we aim to cross check patient declared outcomes 
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against cancer registry data to avoid any ascertainment bias. We have clarified this in the paper, page 

12.  

 

Page 8, second paragraph: unclear what they mean here. Terminology should be simplified “gold 

standard”, “index test”, …..”reference test”  

 

We have added definitions for these terms – these are standardised terms used in a diagnostic test 

accuracy study in page 7.  

 

Page 8: robust symptom score: based on what symptoms did women get into the trial? How will those 

“baseline symptoms” be accounted for in that score?  

 

We have clarified symptom lists in the inclusion criteria of the study, page 9. We do not understand 

the second point above.  

 

 

Page 10: I do not know what “Risk of Malignancy Index cut-off of 250” means, some explanation 

would be helpful Page 13, line 21: the first paragraph on sample size is confusing: what to the authors 

mean by “accuracy”? Please define Page 14: how long will longest follow up be? Is there any follow-

up past 12 months?  

 

We have clarified the Risk of Malignancy index in page 7 – this is an algorithm combining menopausal 

status, CA 125 and ultrasound score and is current standard of care for presurgical triage of women in 

the UK.  

 

Page 15: it will also be useful to assess calibration on subgroups defined by covariates, not just risk 

deciles  

 

We will define calibration based separately for pre and post menopausal groups.  

Page 15: several authors have shown that the NRI can be positive even when new markers add 

nothing to a model, it should not be used here (see e.g. Gail M, JNCI 2009)  

NRI is known to have drawbacks, as do other methods for expressing comparative performance of 

prediction models that give data interpretable in terms of comparison of diagnostic consequences. 

NRI will be used alongside other outcomes for expressing the comparison of prediction models and 

we will aim to define thresholds a priori to reduce potential bias.  
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